
Part of the Land, Part of the Water 

Changing Ways of Yukon Hunter & Fishers    p. 3-8 

 
1) What were some of the dangers when hunting large game? 

2) Name some of the animals they hunted that are now extinct. 

3) Describe the land in the Yukon during the ice age 25000-11000 years ago. 

4) How did the land in the Yukon look 1000 years ago? 

5) Why was it so important to preserve meat in the summer? 

6) Describe some of the jobs women did at fish camp? 

 

p. 8-16  

7) What are some of the furs that FN people traded? 

8) Which fur did the Russian traders prefer? 

9) Which FN group controlled most of the coastal trade? 

10) List the pros/cons having white traders come into FN traditional territories. 

11) What event broke the up the coastal Tlingit blockade? 

12) Skidoos vs. Dogsleds. List the pros//cons of each. 

 

Part of the Land, Part of the Water 

Chapter 2          p. 17-27 

 
13) Approx. how long have humans lived in the Yukon? 

14) How do the Coast Mountains affect the interior of the Yukon compare to coastal places like 

Skagway & Haines? 

15) What are the three good passes from the coast to the Yukon? 

16) Name 5 mountains ranges in the Yukon. Which has the highest peaks? 

17) What minerals can be found in the Yukon mountains? 

18) Name the minerals or other objects that Yukon FN valued? What did they use each 

mineral/object for? 

19) What are the 4 major river systems in the Yukon? 

20) What are the names of the largest lakes in the Yukon? 

21) What is the climate of the Yukon defined as? How many months average over 10? How 

many days are frost free? 

22) Describe the temp. range in the Yukon from winter to summer? 

23) Describe how much daylight is found in Yukon from summer to winter? 

 

Part of the Land, Part of the Water 

The People         p. 40-43 
 

24) Explain the difference between Status & non-status FN? 

25) What does Kwanlin Dun mean? 

26) What is an ethnographer & Linguist? 

27) Why are there no Inuit in the Yukon today? 


